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A new era has begun in Indian economy from 1st July
2017, which is all set to create a situation of ‘ease of doing
business’. With implementation of Goods & Service Tax,
the country is going to witness a wonderful co-operative
federalism, aimed at bringing simplicity and transparency
in the tax regime. In this context, what our beloved Prime
Minister, Shri Narendrabhai Modi said is very significant
and I quote - “If we take into consideration the 29 states,
the 7 Union Territories, the 7 taxes of the Centre and the
8 taxes of the states, and several different taxes for different
commodities, the number of taxes sum up to a figure of
500! Today all those taxes will be shred off to have ONE
NATION, ONE TAX right from Ganganagar to Itanagar
and from Leh to Lakshadweep.”
While writing this, I would also like to touch base on
two areas of concern Friends, the Grenfell Tower tragedy
in London, with a death toll of close to hundred, is still
fresh in our memory. This happened in UK but all of us in
India must learn a lesson or two from this tragedy. With
rapid urbanisation, the skylines of even Tier-III cities are
changing and with related FSI norms, more and more high
rise buildings are coming up. It is here, all of us from the
fraternity of fire & safety professionals, have a larger role
to play. We need to be more and more conscious for life
safety and damage to goods and property. I am sure, the
NBC 2016 has covered most of the remote possibilities of
mishaps and I am sure, with a proactive approach of the
Fire Department, we can averse many unfortunate events.
The other area of concern is road safety. As per recent
statistics, on an average, there are 55 road accidents and
17 deaths, every hour in the country! Considering that
you will take about seven minutes to read this page, by the
time you finish this page, there will be about SIX accidents
and TWO deaths in road accidents!! This certainly is
alarming. Considering the magnitude of numbers, we at
FSAI have volunteered to work with the Ministry of Roads
& Highways under the able leadership of Hon’ble Nitin
Gadkari. We had made a small presentation to Gadkariji
and look forward to a positive response from his office.
Well, on FSAI front, we all are super excited for the ensuing
mega event PACC 2017, scheduled to be organised at
Bangkok between 11-14 August, 2017. I am glad that a
huge FSAI team, led Mr K P Dominic, Mr Suresh Menon,
Ms Rakhi Deepak, Mr. Rajnish, Mr. Liaqut Ali Khan
and Ms Renu Saldanha have been relentlessly working to
ensure that it becomes a grand event and looking to their
expertise and efforts, I am sure, IT WILL :-)

PANKAJ DHARKAR

National President – FSAI
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Fire and security services are receiving unprecedented
attention nowadays, mainly due to occurrence of tragic fire
incidents, many of which are resulting as an outcome of
breach of safety and security norms. While such incidents
are disturbing, it is a respite to note that the end-users,
customers, designers and planners are becoming more and
more vigilant for minimising such incidents.
The exchange of information and learning is on the rise
and people are uniting globally to bring their acts together
to bring ideas for creating better and safer workplaces and
built environment. It is satisfying that the much needed
awareness figures are growing slowly but steadily amongst
the stakeholders of Indian building industry.
The series of articles on National Building Code Part 4,
2016 which were carried in the previous issue of the journal,
have been appreciated by our readers and it certainly
indicates the approach and attitude towards learning and
adopting new, better and proven design system.
As we all know, fire and security services in healthcare
establishments needs special attention since these services
are expected to work and perform with zero tolerance.
That’s the reason, it not only requires commitment by
the operators to the occupants but, it also needs a moral
promise to provide a safe environment where the doctors
can perform their tasks with assured working of the system
while the inmates and dependent of the inmates also feel
secured at a time when the overall situation is so mentally
tiring and exhaustive.
With these objectives, this issue carries two informative
articles on life safety in hospitals; one by a noted architect
and other, by a noted hospital administrator. Both these
articles, with inputs from a planner and an administrator
provides a full circle of dos’ and don’ts. The article on
security systems for healthcare facilities is also informative
and provides a holistic view of the requirements to meet
the safety aspects. We also have included articles on lessons
learnt from London high rise fire, which resonates the
message of severe repercussions for any lack of safety in
planning and design. As I write this Editorial, we are all set
to witness our mega event - PACC, happening in August
and I am sure, the next issue will carry more details and
updates about our vision, through collaborative interaction
and learning with like-minded colleagues at PACC.

Sandeep Goel
Chief Editor
editor@fsai.in
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Fire Safety in

Healthcare
Establishments
- by Sandeep Shikre
Healthcare architectural spaces are functional 24 x 7, 365 days and most importantly it deals with human life.
It involves high density footfalls and constant vital procedures. Accordingly, the solutions for design including fire and
safety have to be well thought of, need to be sturdy and sustainable.
Underneath is a case study of Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, a multispecialty, 800 bedded hospital with 33
operation theatres. The structure is 2 basement + ground + 17 storeys admeasuring around a million sq. ft.
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Planning
The key of the design plan is in
simplicity, careful zoning, well
planned grid and axial access. Wide
passages and commuting corridors
are designed to enable smooth
transition of both, wheel chairs &
stretchers.
The egress is one of the important
aspects for efficient evacuation in
case of fire.
The hospital has thoughtfully
planned 6 egresses with a width of
2mts each at strategic locations.

This enables smooth access to the
fire officers and the most important
factor is that it is ‘NATURALLY
VENTILATED’.
The Master Plan and orientation of
the building at ground level ensures
the fire tender movement all around
the building to address the fire from
all sides.
Vertical Transmission
In this hospital, there are 24
elevators spread over the entire
floorplate. In fact, each lift bank has
a dedicated fire elevator.

The key of
the design plan
is in simplicity,
careful zoning,
well planned
grid and axial
access
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the 5th level and terrace are also
provided.
Envelope
The building envelope is designed
with non combustible materials on
the façade. Every area has simple
openable windows, sufficiently
large to enable smoke & people
evacuation, if required.
Fire Detection &Fire Fighting

Egress points, fire tender movement and fire lifts

A state of art addressable fire
detection system is integrated
with IBMS of the hospital. These
devices are installed with smoke
detectors, public address system
and fire sprinkler system for fire
fighting.
There is a provision of overhead
tank of approx. 20,000 ltrs. in
each wing, which are inclusive of
dedicated fire pumps and DG sets,
to ensure that the sprinkler system
will function even in case of all
eventualities.
Way Finding & Maps
In every room and at strategic
locations, the color coded maps
indicating the fire exit routes have
been installed.
Internal Specifications
Internally, in the hospital, the use of
non combustible material has been
specified. The HVAC system has
motorized fire dampers to ensure
that the fire does not spread.
GAS Bank

Refuge Area plans

Refuge Area
Besides the mandatory refuge area
which is 4% at regular intervals of
every 24 mts, additional refuge areas
have been provided at the 5th level

where the OPD concludes & the
IPD begins. The building is designed
where the OPD, OT etc. have been
housed upto the 5th level.
Additional large refuge areas at
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The gas banks have been strategically
located at around 8 mts. away from
the main hospital. This ensures that
in case of fire, the possibility of gas
explosion is minimized.
This hospital is a green building
and is sustainable. It has all features
of energy conservation, water
efficiency, indoor environment
quality etc.

Fire Safety Overview

COVER STORY
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Fool proof security systems in place at pivotal locations

the elements of nature such as aqua,
sky, earth, wood, which are further
simplified and used minimalistically
in various interior elements such
as floorings, wall colours, doors,
curtains, paintings, crash rails etc.

Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital

Well Being
The main concept adapted by
SSA was “Bringing hospital &
homes together” for the patient

to have a rejuvenating experience.
‘Nature’ was chosen as the theme
of the interior planning which
complements the simple earthy
exteriors. Each level is denoted with
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Colour therapy plays an important
role in healing the patient. After
a detailed study of colour, the
medical specialties, floor lobbies,
patient rooms are allotted specific
colours. The “Rejuvenation”
concept exemplifies a therapeutic
environment through the
incorporation of various elements
of nature (such as sand, stone, earth,
water, flowers, trees, etc), numerous
areas of respite and other spatial
amenities. The concept of bringing
together hospital and homes has
been conceived to enhance the
patient experience.
The ground floor lobby is designed
with earth, sand as a theme. Patient
rooms are developed with the theme
of aqua, operation theaters with
sky, whereas the outpatient floors
with leaves & woods. Floors within

COVER STORY

The hospital
cares for the
well being of
its patients
by “Bringing
hospital
and homes
together”,
for the patient
to have a
rejuvenating
experience

Ground floor

Bringing liveliness through the theme of Nature

the Gynaecology Department are
designed in pink & blue, pediatric
floor is designed exclusively
considering the various age groups
of children where the walls adorn
animals, sea animals, numbers,
vehicles, insects etc painted in
cheerful colours giving absolute
pleasure to children.

The attempt to bring Nature into
the hospital environment creates a
vibrant ambience with fresh verve
of liveliness! It also underlines a
significant concept that “Hospital
is not drab and sterile, but a place
that brings life and a familiar
family environment” - a place for
rejuvenation.

Ar. Sandeep Shikre, the President and CEO of SSA Architects, is one of the Founder Members of IGBC. Under his able
leadership, his multidisciplinary architectural firm has grown from 2 persons to 200+. SSA Architects boasts of a diverse
portfolio and is the proud recipient of several IGBC Gold & Platinum rated projects admeasuring 2.5 million sq. ft. while 4.5
million sq. ft. green footprint is on the anvil. To his credit is the 1st Platinum rated hospital of Asia, ‘Kohinoor Hospital’.
sandeep.shikre@ssaarchitects.com
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Lessons Learned from the

London High Rise Fire
- by Ron George
On the evening of June 14, 2017, seventy-nine (79)
people died and hundreds of people were injured
in a high-rise fire at the Grenfell Tower in London.
It is a recent example of a large high-rise building
fire that caused the death of dozens of people. The
fire occurred in the apartment building that was
originally built in 1974, and was renovated a few
years ago.Often, after a large disastrous fire, with
lots of loss of life, we look into the ashes of a fire
and interview witnesses to learn what caused the
fire or contributed to the size or rapid growth of
a fire and learn how to avoid the conditions that
caused or contributed to the fire. In recent years,
we often have the benefit of eye-witness videos
of the fire event which can help fire investigators
analyze what happens and study the growth and
spread of the fire. In the analysis of the London
high-rise fire, there are many lessons learned.
When I saw the video on the news, I wondered
what was burning and spreading upward on the
exterior of the building in V-shaped patterns rom
several lower windows.

London Grenfell Tower Fire June 14, 2017
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The preliminary investigation has
determined the recent renovation
of the building was done with
combustible polyethylene plastic
in the insulated panels covering the
building. The polyethylene plastic
was in an inner layer of the exterior
cladding that was weather resistant
and had insulating values, but is very
flammable. When heated by flames,
the polyethylene plastic liquifies and
pours out the bottom of the panel as
the panel delaminates from the heat
of a fire. The melted polypropylene
fuels the fire and allows it to grow
in intensity in an upward path.
Whoever chose this material for
the building’s exterior may have
thought the fire exposure on the
exterior of a high-rise building is not
that significant, so they chose the
less expensive plastic filled panels
over the fire resistive material filled
panels. That decision to use the less
expensive combustible plastic panels
turned out to be deadly for many
people. Over the years, we have
learned that fire can travel from floor
to floor on the exterior of a building.
A fire in an apartment can grow to a
point where it is out of control and
vents or breaks a window, the heat
and flames will then race upwards
on the outside of the building
and can cause radiant heat to
penetrate the floors above through
the windows. Any combustible
materials, furniture, curtains or
window treatments located near
the windows can be ignited when
there is an intense flame just outside
the window. The lessons learned
from this fire will more likely than
not, be brought forward into code
and enforcement regulations that
will prohibit combustible exterior
panels to prevent a similar disaster
in the future.The regulations should
also require existing buildings built
with the same exterior panels to be
retrofitted with non-combustible
panels.
Apparently, the decision was made
to use a cheaper and more flammable
version of an insulated aluminum
polyethylene plastic composite,
exterior cladding panels. It was

this decision along with a faulty
refrigerator in an apartment that
caused an apartment fire that vented
out the apartment window and then
ignited the exterior insulated plastic
and aluminum panels which allowed
this fire to grow and spread quickly
to upper apartments.
People will learn from the ashes
of the Grenfell Tower fire, that
combustible exterior composite
panels are not safe for exterior
cladding on high-rise buildings. As
codes and standards committees
review what happened in this fire,
the building codes and industry
standards adopted in the jurisdiction
where this fire started will prohibit
these types of combustible panels
on high rise buildings through code
language and/or local ordinances.
We have learned many lessons
about fires and fire safety measures
by reviewing various high-rise
building fires in Atlanta, Las Vegas
and Puerto Rico. Fires in high-rise
buildings in these cities have killed
many people.
Recent reports have said the
authorities in London are reviewing
every company involved in the
building and refurbishment of
Grenfell Tower. They are considering
man slaughter charges for the
persons involved with the renovation
project and the decision to use
flammable panels on the exterior
of the London Grenfell Tower.
Authorities also said the deadly fire
was started due to a faulty freezer,
which spread to the remainder of the
building by the combustible exterior
cladding panels.
Authorities have ordered an
immediate examination of
refrigerator model that sparked the
deadly fire. The refrigerator was, a
Hotpoint FF175BP fridge-freezer,
and was not the subject of any
product recall.
Tests showed insulation and tiles
recovered from the unburned
portion of the Grenfell Tower in

People will learn
from the ashes
of the Grenfell
Tower fire that
combustible
exterior composite
panels are not
safe for exterior
cladding on high
rise buildings

west London failed fire safety tests.
Officials have seized documents
in the investigation into the fire to
consider other health, safety and fire
safety offenses on the premises.
The 24-story building was engulfed
in flames in less than an hour on the
evening of June 14, 2017. More than
200 firefighters worked to contain
the blaze and save residents trapped
inside. As many as 600 people were
said to be living in Grenfell Tower.
Authorities have done testing and
discovered at least 11 high-rise
apartment buildings in London
have combustible external panels
similar to Grenfell Tower. It is
estimated that about 600 buildings
in the country have similar exterior
cladding, but they do not know
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The Winecoff Hotel Fire of December 7, 1946

how many of those are combustible
cladding.
With each large-loss fire we analyze
what happened and learn something
that can be used to improve our
building and fire codes to make
buildings safer in the future. The
following stories are a few of the
lessons we have learned that have
helped shape our fire and building
codes to make buildings safer.
The Winecoff Hotel Fire – 1946
The Winecoff Hotel fire of
December 7, 1946 killed 119 hotel
occupants, including the hotel’s
owners who lived in a penthouse
apartment. The hotel was located at
176 Peachtree Street in downtown
Atlanta, Georgia, in the United
States. The Winecoff Hotel was
advertised as “absolutely fireproof ”
at the time.A decade or two earlier
most buildings were made of wood
and other combustible materials
and entire cities would burn to
the ground in great conflagrations
that were fire storms destroying

everything in their path. The lessons
learned from the great fires in
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago
and Baltimore were, we needed
wider streets building setbacks
from adjacent properties, and
non-combustible construction to
prevent fires from easily spreading
from building to building. We
also learned we needed larger and
better water mains to supply enough
water to fight a large building
fire. The Winecoff hotel’s steel
structure was indeed protected
against the effects of fire, with steel
I-beam construction with concrete
encasement to protect the steel from
the effects of a fire. (Steel will begin
to yield at about 700 degrees F. The
hotels exterior was made of brick,
which is non-combustible. There
was a dry pipe, fire department hose
standpipe in the corner of the stair
with hose valves at every floor.
For fire egress, there was only one
stairwell in the building and the
doors to the stairwell were not
self-closing. As people on the fire
floor fled the fire on the third floor
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the stairwell door was left open
allowing the smoke and flames to
vent into the stairwell and up the
only fire egress stairwell for everyone
on the floors above. The smoke
and flames caused the stairwell to
become impassible within a brief
period trapping everyone on the
floors above the fire floor and the
smoke and heat in the stairwell
made it impossible for the fire
department to use the hose valves.
The hotel’s interior furnishings
and finishes were combustible,
and each floor of the building had
a corridor system that had access
to an elevator and a stairwell. The
building’s egress passageway was
the corridors on each floor and a
single stairway serving all fifteen
floors. All the hotel’s occupants
above the fire’s origin on the
third floor were trapped in their
rooms as smoke filled the stair and
hallways on upper floors. The fire’s
survivors either were rescued from
upper-story windows or jumped
into nets held by firemen. The fire
was notable for the number of
victims who jumped to their deaths.
The Winecoff Hotel fire followed
shortly after the June 5, 1946, La
Salle Hotel fire in Chicago (with 61
fatalities), and the June 19, 1946,
Canfield Hotel fire in Dubuque,
Iowa (with 19 fatalities). These
fires were instrumental in making
significant changes in building codes
and standards, most significantly
requiring multiple fire-resistant
means of egress and self-closing, fireresistive metal doors for stairwells
and guest rooms in hotels.
Las Vegas MGM Hotel fire 1980
The MGM Grand fire occurred on
November 21, 1980 at the MGM
Grand Hotel and Casino (now
Bally’s Hotel and Casino Las Vegas)
in Paradise, Nevada, USA. The fire
killed 85 people, most through
smoke inhalation.
At the time of the fire, approximately
5,000 people were in the hotel and
casino, a 26-story luxury resort with
more than 2,000 hotel rooms.

FIRE PROTECTION AND SAFETY

Approximately at 7:07 am on
November 21, 1980, a fire broke out
in a restaurant known as The Deli.
Four fire departments responded to
what became the largest loss of life
fire in Las Vegas history. Helicopters
were called from several agencies and
nearby military bases to evacuate
people from the rooftop. The
helicopters removed about 1,000
people from the roof of the MGM
Grand Hotel. Fire spread across the
areas of the casino in which no fire
sprinklers were installed because
the building was built prior to the
requirement for fire sprinklers.
Smoke spread into the hotel tower
where a total of 85 people were
killed due to smoke inhalation and
650 people were injured, including
guests, employees and 14 firefighters.
While the fire primarily damaged
the second-floor casino and adjacent
restaurants, most of the deaths were
on the upper floors of the hotel, and
were caused by smoke inhalation.
The disaster led to the general
publicizing of the fact that during a
building fire, smoke inhalation is a

more serious threat than flames. 75
people died from smoke inhalation
and carbon monoxide poisoning,
four from smoke inhalation alone,
three from burns and smoke
inhalation, only one person died
from burns alone, and one person
died from massive skull trauma,
caused by jumping from a high
window, and one person died of a
heart attack.
The fire investigation and lessons
learned from this fire revealed there
were many unprotected openings
in floor slab penetrations, vertical
shafts (elevators and stairwells)
without fire-stopping or smoke
barriers or smoke dampers and there
were unprotected expansion joints
and seismic joints that allowed toxic
smoke to spread to the top floor.
It was after this fire that the fire
codes and building codes learned
the importance of firestopping and
smoke control in buildings. From
this point on into the future code
and standard committees learned,
fire resistant construction, fire

It was after the
fire at the Las
Vegas MGM
Grand Hotel
in 1980 that
the fire codes
and building
codes gave much
importance to
fire-stopping and
smoke control in
buildings

sprinklers and firestopping were very
important in high rise fire where fire
truck ladders cannot reach.
Las Vegas Hilton Fire - 1981
On February 10, 1981, just 90
days after the devastating MGM
Grand Hotel fire, Clark County
Firefighters responded to see flames
22 stories high: the Las Vegas Hilton
was burning. The blaze broke out
Saturday evening, shortly after 8:00
pm. Ironically, the hotel was being
retrofitted with more modern fire
safety equipments at that time.

The MGM Grand Fire, November 21, 1980

Firefighters, employing the
knowledge they had learned from
the MGM fire, used local television
news to notify people to stay in their
rooms and not go out to the halls
and stairwells. In the Grenfell Tower
fire in London, the shelter in place
advice was not good advice because
the fire was attacking each apartment
from outside. The best advice is to
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leave a building immediately upon
notification of a fire. In the case of
the Las Vegas Hilton, the advice to
shelter in place was good because
of the lack of smoke barriers at the
time. By having people stay in place,
significantly fewer people died or
suffered injuries compared with
the MGM Grand fire. Still, eight
people died and more than 200 were
injured in the Las Vegas Hilton fire.
Sadly, the fire was intentional. The
person responsible was Phillip Bruce
Cline, a 23-year-old who worked at
the Hilton as a room service busboy
who originally claimed to be a hero
in the fire.
Fire investigators found four points
of fire origin, on four different
floors. This was compelling evidence
supporting the arson theory. Mr.
Cline eventually confessed to
starting the fires and not intending
for anyone to get hurt. He is now in
prison for his crimes.
As tragic as the Las Vegas Hilton
and the MGM Grand fires were,
they prompted changes in fire
safety that included mandatory
fire sprinklers for all commercial
buildings in the United States.
Eventually retroactive requirements
for fire sprinklers were required

for all existing hotel and motel
buildings. They were given a period
to comply. Other code changes
included mandatory firestopping of
all penetrations through floors. Fire
resistance requirements for egress
hallways and stairwells, a minimum
of two egress stairs from each
floor. In addition, other fire safety
improvements included stairwell
pressurization fans to pressurize
stairwells with fresh outdoor air in
the event of a fire to prevent smoke
from a fire floor from entering the
stairwell. These code and standard
changes from lessons learned from
this fire and others have saved
thousands of lives.
Another significant high-rise fire was
at the Dupont Plaza Hotel in San
Juan Puerto Rico.
The Dupont Plaza Hotel Fire, San
Juan, Puerto Rico - 1986
The Dupont Plaza Hotel fire was on
New Year’s Eve, December 31, 1986.
It was an arson fire that occurred
at a hotel that is now the San Juan
Marriott Resort & Stellaris Casino
on Condado Beach, in San Juan,
Puerto Rico.
The fire was the result of disgruntled
employees of the hotel who were

Las Vegas Hilton Fire - 1981
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involved in a labor dispute with the
owners. The fire claimed between
97 lives and caused about 140
injuries. The employees’ union called
a meeting in the hotel’s ballroom
for the afternoon of December 31,
1986. After the meeting, around
3:00 pm, the 125 members present
voted to go on strike starting at
midnight. At the time, the hotel was
estimated to be near capacity, with
900 to 1,000 guests.
Three union members planned to
set several fires with the intention of
scaring tourists who wanted to stay
at the hotel and forcing ownership
to bargain with them. At around
3:30 pm, they placed opened cans of
a flammable liquid used in chafing
dishes in a storage room filled with
newly purchased furniture, adjacent
to the ballroom on the ground
floor of the hotel. The fire ignited
the furniture and quickly burned
out of control, growing to massive
proportions and flashing over.
After flashing over in the ballroom,
the fire and super-heated smoke
and hot gases swept up the grand
staircase into the lobby of the hotel.
From there, the fire was drawn
through the open doors of the
casino by the smoke evacuation fans
designed to remove cigarette smoke
from the casino area. This exhaust
fan arrangement created a negative
pressure effect with the adjacent
lobby and quickly drew the smoke
and hot gases into the casino where
many people were quickly overcome
by smoke. The exhaust fans were not
tied to smoke detectors to shutdown the HVAC system in the event
of a fire. The HVAC system quickly
distributed smoke throughout the
building. With more than 150
guests estimated to be in the casino
when the fire broke out, most of the
deaths occurred in that area.
Several months before the fire,
hotel management had locked the
emergency exit doors to prevent
theft, and the only other way out was
through a pair of inward-opening
doors. As the mass of people rushed
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The Dupont Plaza Hotel Fire, San Juan, Puerto Rico - 1986

toward the doors, those at the doors
could not open the doors because
they were pushing against people
preventing them from opening the
doors. The locked exits along with
inward opening emergency exit
doors accounted for most of the
deaths. Many victims were trapped
as the crowd trying to quickly reach
the exit pressed against the doors
and died because the doors opened
in the wrong direction.
The building and fire codes and
standards generally prohibit locking
of emergency fire exits. Building
owners often use panic hardware
on emergency exits that allows the
doors to be locked from the outside,
but when someone pushes on the
panic bar, the door opens outward
to allow emergency egress. In areas
where the facility has concerns
about employees opening the exits
for theft or security issues, an alarm
can sound and video cameras can be
directed at the exit doors to address
those issues.

many who jumped were injured.
Others died of smoke inhalation
on upper floors of the hotel. Still
others were killed as they rode the
elevators to the lobby, only to have
the elevator doors open and they
were met with an inferno of hot
gases and smoke that killed everyone
that was on the elevators. In the
United States, upon activation of a
fire alarm, the elevators are recalled
to the ground floor to allow people
to exit, unless the ground floor is
where the fire or smoke detector is
activated, then the elevator drops
them off at a secondary egress floor
to allow them to take the hallway
to the stairs and on to an exit. Then
after the elevators are recalled to an
egress floor the elevators are disabled
by an interconnection with the fire
alarm system. This hotel did not
have the elevators tied into the fire
alarm system. Those who could do
so climbed the stairs to the hotel’s
roof, where an improvised helicopter
rescue was organized by commercial,
police, and military helicopters.

In other parts of the building,
people jumped from the secondstory casino through plate-glass
windows to the pool deck below;

To protect people from the danger
of fires, we must agree to mandate
safety for all. This is typically done
by adopting codes and standards

that address fire safety. In addition,
there must be diligence by fire
officials and code officials. In
some countries, there may not be a
building or fire code. There should
also be Inspectors for each building
trade such as:
1. A building inspector to inspect for
things in the “building code” and
2. A mechanical inspector,
3. An electrical inspector
4. A plumbing inspector and
5. A fire inspector.
6. Local fire officials to check the
building with pre-fire planning
and training to make sure they
know where sprinkler auxiliary
connections, standpipes and fire
hydrants are for each building.
There should be schools for each
building trade to train the tradesmen
in the specifics of each trade. The
government should also establish
licensing exams to assure people
working in each trade are qualified
and have the skills and knowledge
to safely install systems in buildings
that will perform as intended.
I hope the lessons learned from the
past and discussed here will help you
and other save lives in the future and
make India Incredible.

Mr. George is President of a plumbing & mechanical consulting firm that specializes in plumbing, piping, fire protection and air
conditioning system design. His firm also provides plumbing & mechanical code consulting services and plumbing & mechanical product
standard consulting services. Since 1978, he has significant experience as a plumbing & mechanical system designer. Since 1995, he has
been an author for a column in Plumbing Engineer Magazine. Around the year 2000, Mr. George began providing forensic investigation
services. Mr. George’s design & consulting services company also provides computer aided design & drafting (CAD) services and 3D
Building Information Modeling (BIM) services for drawing 3D models of buildings which has served to be a meaningful coefficient. Mr.
George has working knowledge with an extensive list of codes and standards. He also works with a number of organizations, contributing
his valuable knowledge in varied fields of interest. During Mr. George’s career, he has worked for several major architectural/engineering
firms and design/construct firms. Since 2003, he has operated his own consulting firm. His clients include architectural firms, consulting
engineering firms, property owners, contractors, insurance companies, attorneys and manufacturers of plumbing & mechanical products.
Mr. George has won several awards and accolades to his credit with his plethora of work experience and invaluable contribution.
ron@plumb-techllc.com
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San Francisco		

San Francisco		

San Francisco		

New York City

New York City		

New York City		

New York City		

Atlanta		

London

New York City

Seoul

São Paulo

New Orleans

São Paulo

New York City

Merchants Exchange Bldg.

Old Chronicle Building

Mutual Bank Building

Asch Building

The Sherry-Netherland

Empire State Building

40 Wall Street

Winecoff Hotel

Ronan Point
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1 New York Plaza

Taeyongak Hotel

Andraus Building

Rault Tower

Joelma Building

One World Trade Center
Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur

Las Vegas

Las Vegas

Santiago

Baghdad

Bank Bumiputra

MGM Grand Hotel

Las Vegas Hilton

Torre Santa María

Al Rasheed Hotel
Malaysia

Penang

Boston

KOMTAR

Prudential Tower

United States

United States

Northwestern National Bank Minneapolis

Iraq

Chile

United States

United States

Malaysia

Campbell Shopping Complex Kuala Lumpur

United States

Brazil

United States

Brazil

South Korea

United States

UK

United States

San Francisco		

Central Tower

COUNTRY

CITY

BUILDING

1

11

8

84

1

0

179–189

6

16

163

2

4

119

5

14

0

146

?

?

?

?

January 2, 1986

January 23, 1983

0

0
A nine-alarm fire in the building spread because of the lack of a sprinkler system.[2][3]

Minneapolis Thanksgiving Day fire

Plane crash-Suicide by F-4 Phantom during Iran-Iraq War

Occurred when carpet glue ignited during carpet installation.[1]

Arson

MGM Grand fire

Campbell Shopping Complex fire

Joelma fire

Daeyeonggak Hotel fire, deadliest hotel fire in history

Gas explosion caused partial collapse of the highrise.

Deadliest hotel fire in U.S. history

Plane crash

Plane crash

Occurred during construction

Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire

Burned in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake

Burned in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake

Burned in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake

Burned in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake

DEATH(S) NOTES

November 25–26, 1982 0

July 21, 1982

March 21, 1981

February 10, 1981

November 21, 1980

November 4, 1980

April 8, 1976

February 13, 1975

February 1, 1974

November 29, 1972

February 24, 1972

December 25, 1971

August 5, 1970

May 16, 1968

December 7, 1946

May 20, 1946

July 28, 1945

April 12, 1927

March 25, 1911

April 18, 1906

April 18, 1906

April 18, 1906

April 18, 1906

DATE

Notable High Rise Building fires
This is a partial list of high-rise fires
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Zurich

Los Angeles

Atlanta

Philadelphia

Sarajevo

Sarajevo

Hotel International

First Interstate Tower

Peachtree 25th Building

One Meridian Plaza

UNITIC Twin Towers

Executive Council Building

Las Vegas

Moscow

Prague

London

Hong Kong

Belgrade

Stratosphere Tower

White House (Moscow)

Hotel Olympik

Tower 42

Garley building

Ušće Tower

Moscow

Ostankino Tower

October 8, 1993

August 30, 1993

February 26, 1993

October 4, 1992

Caracas

Parque Central

Hertfordshire

Madrid

Harrow Court

Windsor Tower

Complex east tower

Baghdad

Spain

UK

Venezuela

Iraq

February 12, 2005

February 2, 2005

October 17, 2004

December 26, 2003

April 18, 2002

0

3

0

1

3

Partially collapsed; subsequently demolished

Harrow Court fire

Damage to 34th-44th floors

twenty-eight 68 mm and 85 mm Katyusha rockets were fired at and struck the hotel

Plane crash

Al Rasheed Hotel

Italy

Milan

2

Pirelli Tower

September 11, 2001

Caused by debris from the collapse of Two World Trade Center: September 11 attacks

Full structural collapse caused by debris from the collapse of Buildings 1 and 2

Plane crashes in the September 11 attacks, causing full structural collapse.

Tallest structure in Europe

Arson

Struck by NATO air strikes during the Kosovo Warsetting the upper floors on fire.

1996 Garley Building fire

Occurred during refurbishment

New York City		

0

2312

3

2

0

41

0

90 West Street

September 11, 2001

September 11, 2001

August 27, 2000

August 2, 2000

April 21, 1999

November 20, 1996

January 17, 1996

Caught fire from tank shelling during the 1993 Russian constitutional crisis

Occurred during construction

Bombing which also resulted in 1,042 smoke related injuries

El Al Flight 1862 plane crash, Partial collapse

Burned after being repeatedly hit by Serbian incendiary tank shells.

Burned after being repeatedly hit by Serbian incendiary tank shells.

First Interstate Tower fire

Deadliest high-rise fire in Swiss history

Dupont Plaza Hotel arson

(North and South towers) of the World Trade Center during the September 11 attacks.

New York City		

United States

Russia

Hong Kong

Serbia and

Hong Kong

UK

8

unknown

0

6

43

May 28, 1992		

Czech Republic May 25, 1995

Russia

3

1

1

6

97

May 28, 1992		

February 23–24, 1991

June 30, 1989

May 4, 1988

February 14, 1988

December 31, 1986

					

7 World Trade Center

1 and 2 World Trade Center New York City

Hong Kong

Immigration Tower

Montenegro

United States

New York City

One World Trade Center
United States

Netherlands

Bijlmermeer Appt. Complex Amsterdam

Herzegovina

Bosnia and

United States

United States

United States

Switzerland

Condado Puerto Rico United States

Dupont Plaza Hotel
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Astana

New York City

Dubai

Transport Tower

Belaire Apartments

Fortune Tower

United Arab

United States

Kazakhstan

Iran
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Mecca

London

Busan

Shanghai

Abraj Al Bait Towers

Lakanal House

Wooshin Golden Suites

Unnamed high-rise

Moscow

Sharjah

Federation Tower (East Tower)

Al Tayer Tower

Polat Tower Residence

Istanbul

Turkey

		Emirates

United Arab

Russia

Thailand

Bangkok

Fico Place

Vietnam
Malaysia

Hanoi

Shenyang		

China

South Korea

UK

Uncompleted high rise block Kuala Lumpur

Unnamed Highrise

(Tower C was unaffected)

complex Towers A and B

Dynasty Wanxin building

apartment block

Bangladesh

Dhaka

Bashundhara City Tower
Saudi Arabia

China

Beijing Television Cultural Center Beijing

July 17, 2012

April 28, 2012

April 2, 2012

March 3, 2012

January 18, 2012

December 15, 2011

February 3, 2011

November 15, 2010

September 01, 2010

July 03, 2009

May 1, 2009

March 13, 2009

February 9, 2009

October 28, 2008

Saudi Arabia

Abraj Al Bait Towers

Mecca

January 25, 2008

September 23, 2007

August 18, 2007

August 14, 2007

January 18, 2007

October 11, 2006

May 30, 2006

December 6, 2005

Monte Carlo Resort and Casino Las Vegas		

Atlantic City		

The Water Club

United States

China

New York City

Shanghai

Deutsche Bank Building

Financial Center

Shanghai World

		Emirates

Tehran

Tohid Town Residential

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

58

0

6

0

4

1

0

0

0

2

0

4

2

0

106

[10]

[9]

Occurred while the building was under construction

2 firemen injured[8]

[7]

Fire occurred during construction, 11 workers injured.[6]

Started from fireworks during Chinese New Year Celebrations.[5]

Occurred during renovation; 2010 Shanghai fire

Wooshin Golden Suites fire

Lakanal House fire

Occurred during construction

Beijing Television Cultural Center fire

Occurred during construction; fire consumed nine floors

Fire affecting top six floors

Occurred during construction.[4]

Occurred during dismantling, demolished due to damage from the September 11 attacks

Occurred on 40th floor during construction

Occurred during construction, 57 injured

Plane crash

Fire destroyed upper floors of 34-storey government building

Plane crash: 2005 Iranian Air Force C-130 crash
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Dubai

United Arab

Guangzhou

New York City

Mumbai

Melbourne

Castle Hills, Texas

Dubai

Jianye Mansion

The Strand

Lotus Park building

Lacrosse Apartments

Wedgwood Apartments

The Marina Torch

United States

July 25, 2015

May 19, 2015
0

16

0

Fire occurred on the pool deck fueled by cabanas and artificial trees,

See 2015 Baku residence building fire

Fire destroyed floor 16-20.[19]

Fire broke out in the loading dock, then spread to the courtyard and a neighboring property.

Dubai

The Address Downtown

United Arab

United States
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Source: Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skyscraper_fire

0

under constraction 20-storey hotel -

July 22, 2017

Rotana Hotel Building

Iran

more floors, making it a 5-alarm fire. This is the deadliest high-rise fire in Hawaii’s history.

					

Mashhad

Blaze started on the 26th floor of the 36th story apartment. Fire quickly spread to three

July 14, 2017

0
3

United States

June 14, 2017

Honolulu

Iran

Marco Polo Apartments

The 24-storey tower block fire spread from the second floor to the top of
The residental 20-storey tower - four injured

80

The 17-story building collapsed after a fire started on the ninth floor. Seventy injured.[24]

Tehran

June 14, 2017

21

Occurred on New Year’s Eve, 14 injured.[23]

A two-alarm fire broke out on the 50th floor. Five injured.[22]

PamchalChitgar Building

UK

January 19, 2017

1

0

0

the building.[25] See Grenfell Tower fire

London

Grenfell Tower

Iran

December 31, 2015

November 21, 2015

October 1, 2015

					

Tehran

Plasco Building

		Emirates

Chicago

John Hancock Center

		Emirates

United Arab

Fire burned building facade, 19 treated for smoke inhalation.[21]

Las Vegas

Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas

Azerbaijan

March 10, 2015

0

At least 7 people were injured.

[18]

Fire started on an 8th floor balcony and rapidly spread up the facade cladding.[17]

[16]

[15]

[14]

[13]

Gas explosion affecting the main building’s 14 story annex Torre Ejecutiva Pemex explosion

Fire occurred on 24th floor during construction, one worker was injured.[12]

[11]

Unnamed Residential Tower Sharjah

Baku

Unnamed Highrise

Indonesia

March 15, 2015

0

5

0

1

1

0

0

33

0

0

two people were treated for smoke inhalation.[20]

Jakarta

Wisma Kosgoro

United States

February 21, 2015

December 28, 2014

November 25, 2014

July 18, 2014

January 5, 2014

December 15, 2013

April 3, 2013

January 31, 2013

January 25, 2013

November 18, 2012

					

New York City

One57

		Emirates

United Arab

United States

Australia

India

United States

China

Russia

Grozny

Grozny-City Towers

Russia
Mexico

Moscow

Torre Ejecutiva Pemex Tower Mexico City

Oko Tower 1

		Emirates

Tamweel Tower
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CODES & STANDARDS

Fire Safety using

Compliance to Codes
- by Abhishek Chhabra

The 2016 version of the National
Building Code (NBC) of India
has come a long way from 1970
when it was first published. The
code has a different meaning for
different industry stakeholders.
Sometimes the same clauses mean
different things for an Architect,
Consultant, Contractor or Material
Manufacturer. Some view clauses as
constraints but for others it could be
an opportunity.
This article is the first in a series
that will work towards increasing
the awareness about the linkages
between the published codes (NBC
and other International Codes)
with fire safety of buildings. It
will also bring about increased
understanding of matters that might
get misunderstood under layers of
assumed understanding. It will help
professionals perform their roles and
responsibilities better and help them
bring about greater fire safety in the
country.

What are these codes
For a millennial (born between
1980s and early 2000s) in India,
the word code usually links to the
Information Technology industry
as thousands of engineers in India
have a job of ‘coding’. One of the
definitions as per Collins dictionary
states, “A code is a set of rules about
how people should behave or about
how something must be done”.
That’s what the IT engineers do, they
write instructions / code on how the
computers/ machine should behave
in given scenarios. In the context
of construction, ‘A Building Code’,
defines the basic rules of how each
stakeholder involved in construction
industry should behave; as well how
each and every building material,
product and system that go into
a building should perform and be
installed (or put in its place).
Geographies and jurisdictions
around the world approach this
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differently. The National Building
Code of India is a common code
which includes a chapter on Fire
and Life Safety. United States for
example have two competing bodies
namely the International Code
Counsel (better known as ICC) and
National Fire Protection Agency
(better known as NFPA) who have
both published Building Codes as
well as Fire (safety) Codes.
Building codes are used as a
basis to form legal regulations
or minimum requirements by
different authorities to help create
safe and long lasting buildings.
These authorities vary from fire
departments, power generation
companies, transport infrastructure
management bodies like airports,
seaports, mass transport etc. right
up-to design consultants who want
to set performance criteria of the
infrastructure or buildings they
design.Some of them could define
stricter versions of these codes for

CODES & STANDARDS

what comes under their authority.
As an example the State Public
Works Department of Madhya
Pradesh could choose to adopt the
code as it is, whereas the Airports
Authority of India could choose
to add more requirements to the
minimum set by the NBC.
How do codes bring about
Fire Safety
Codes have a lot of responsibility
when it comes to buildings. They
define how the buildings and its
parts should perform as well as
outline all that they should be
able to endure. Example weather,

earthquakes and even the risk of
fire.
Building Codes, need to be followed
in full and by everyone in order for
them to be fully effective. Let us take
a basic example of an intersection
with four roads and four traffic
signals. The rules of operation of the
traffic lights need to be obeyed by
traffic coming from all directions.
Any one person breaking the rule
can cause an accident that will affect
everyone.
In the same way the sections of
the codes are often connected.
The alliance and balance of

Codes define how the
buildings and
its parts should
perform as well as
outline all that they
should be able to
endure eg., weather,
earthquakes and even
the risk of fire
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A few certification marks

the disciplines of structural,
civil, mechanical, electrical,
plumbing along with aesthetics,
environmental and social
constraints is a very difficult
balance. Taking deviations and
amendments on the requirements
of one chapter of the code, without
understanding the linkages with
another can create challenges.
Just like, if a pipe is manufactured
following metric system in
millimetres and the HVAC system
has plumbing connecters as per the
imperial system of inches; there
could be an interesting problem at
the construction site for the MEP
team.
Fire Safety in Codes
The chapter four of the NBC details
how fire safety is to be designed into
buildings.
Fire Safety is brought about in
building using different strategies
and the building codes define
these. Two key strategies described
below have the basic intention a)
to prevent a fire from starting &
spreading (“Passive Fire Protection”)
and in case the fire does happen b)
there is provision for evacuation and

extinguishing the fire (“Active Fire
Protection”).
Passive Fire Protection
This strategy aims to reduce the
probability of the initiation as
well as spread of fire. It guides
designers to create compartments
within buildings to confine the fire
within a small area to contain it, if
it occurs. Depending on the type
of building (defined by the Type of
People Occupying the building);
the code defines rules on how and
where compartments should be
created depending on historical
knowledge of where fires can
occur. Example it defines the “Fire
Resistance” properties on various
building elements used to create
and maintain a compartment.
Example doors, walls, fire-stopping
of openings creating a room in
a small office complex needs to
demonstrate that it can contain fire
for two hours and same could be
three hours for a large mall. These
rules go further to define how
materials used inside the building,
say finishing materials, should
limit the growth of fire and smoke
in case fire occurs. The materials
and products are passive and don’t
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“do” anything. It is their inherent
properties that ensures that once
a fire occurs, it does not spread
quickly; emits limited amount of
smoke and works to contain the fire
within the confines of the area it is
designed to. Hence they passively
protect against fire.
Active Fire Protection
Someone or something needs to
“act” when the fire occurs. This
strategy defines and quantifies these
actions. In a building code, there
are rules that define what all should
happen in case of a fire and defines
an approach to implement these
provisions to ensure the safety of
the occupants. There are many rules
which range from designing building
elements like exit distances, corridor
lengths and stairway distances and
go further to matters like allocation
and behaviour of products and
systems (like smoke detectors, fire
pumps, sprinklers etc.) The products
used to implement this strategy are
hence called active fire protection
systems as they actively stop fire
from causing damage. They come to
do their jobs of detection, indication
and extinguishing fire once they
sense fire.
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Compliance to Codes
For strategies to be successfully
implemented, it is important to
accurately measure implementation
of rules and performance of
products and materials. There are
tools to measure calibre of building
designers and skills of installers
and contractors. And there are
tools to measure how the floor
finishing material will react to
a burning cigarette or if the fire
pump will have enough pressure
head to provide water for 200
sprinklers to perform. Having a
proper understanding of these tools
is necessary for implementation of
Fire Safety Strategies of building
codes.
Organizations offering services to
measure
There is a growing industry involved
in Testing Certification Inspection
and Assurance (often called the
ATIC industry). These organizations
are known to provide services to
help in measuring and quantifying
everything from behaviour smoke
detectors to skills of firestop
installers. But before selecting the
right service provider, it should be
known as to how their behaviour is
quantified.
To help them, there are
internationally accepted standards
that define how these services are
to be rendered. As an example,
the ISO 17025 define how testing
should be conducted; ISO 17065
defines how certification and listing
of products should be done; ISO
17020 defines how inspections are
to be conducted. And standards like
ISO 17024 define the requirements
for bodies certifying persons for
their skills.
While the ATIC industry provides
services to independently quantify
products and people skills, who
watches over them? There are
bodies like National Accreditation
Board for Testing and Calibration
Laboratories (NABL) and

National Accreditation Board for
Certification Bodies (NABCB) in
India who are entrusted to audit and
verify that these bodies are doing
their job right. The test methods/
standards to which an independent
body has the capability to undertake
the activity of testing or inspection
or certification are checked
regularly by these bodies. As a
result, a document (accreditation)
is published to help buyers of their
service, choose a qualified agency
(not just whose name you have
heard).
It is also worthwhile to know that
an entity by the name International
Laboratory Accreditation
Cooperation (ILAC) consists
of over 90 regional and national
bodies accreditation bodies who
watch over each other and accept
each other’s accreditations. Both
NABL and NABCB are signatories
to ILAC’s Mutual Recognition
Arrangement along with
international accreditation bodies
like United Kingdom Accreditation
Services (UKAS); American
Association for Laboratory
Accreditation & International
Accreditation Service, Inc of USA
and even Hong Kong Accreditation
Service.
While the industry in India is
learning to start using personnel
qualifications to select service
providers; the tools of measurement
for specifying and purchase of
building material and products are
more commonly used.
The fallacy of Test Reports

There is a
growing industry
involved
in Testing
Certification
Inspection and
Assurance (often
called the ATIC
industry). These
organisations are
known to provide
services to help
in measuring
and quantifying
everything from
behaviour smoke
detectors to
skills of firestop
installers

The fire safety strategies of the
building code will always fail, if the
products that implement the active
and passive fire protection plan do
not perform when they need to.
The most commonly used evidence
of product performance is a test
report. So what do you see in a test
report?
First you validate the authenticity
of the test report and look up
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the accreditation of the lab to
establish if the issuer of the test
report is authorised to test.Then
it is important to understand
what a test report tells or does not
tell. A test report is often used by
material manufacturers to convince
buyers or specifiers on how good
a product they (can) make. A test
report is a report of a test detailing
how a given sample performed in
given test conditions and that is
all. It only shows the capability of
a manufacturer to put together
product that performs in a given way
(safety, functionality, performance
etc.).
A test report has absolutely no link
with what they will manufacture
when they supply products or
material for a said contract as the
price they are negotiated to sell
at. Missing this understanding
can often be the root cause of ill
performing products or materials
that can lead to loss of lives and
property.
Compliance through Certification
It is the need and responsibility
of the buyer of the product or
service to ensure what is advertised
(material submittal) is what is
received (material received at site).
Whether you are a government or
semi-government body choosing an
Architect, Consultant, Contractor
or you are a Contractor or a
Consultant buying or specifying
materials to be used in the building
you need to understand the right
tools to define and measure what
you are specifying or buying .

The most commonly used tool
of certification for assurance
of behaviour of products and
materials is often mixed with
other means of assurance like test
reports. Test reports and certificate
are often used interchangeably.
Also the word certification is often
mixed up with the word approval
or licence.
Certification is a process to ensure
repeatability of performance of
manufactured products or materials.
Following are the most commonly
used steps to comply with
requirements of how certification
needs to be done as per ISO 17065.
(Image 01 also shows this process)
1. Sampling
Record the production /
manufacturing process of the
product/ material/ system to be
certified and mark the sample for
traceability.
2. Testing
The marked sample then
undergoes the testing to prove
its properties or behaviour.
These could be properties of fire
resistance of say a wall assembly
as per an American Standard or
efficiency and performance of
a smoke detector. There could
be several tests of the sampled
product in question.
3. Factory Production Control
systems audit
Here the factory is audited to

check the independent control
mechanisms in place to ensure
repeatability of each process
critical to the production of
the product/ material of the
system in question. These could
be to check that mechanism
established to check that the
same (quality) raw material
is ordered repeatedly or that
the system is in place to ensure
that the technicians are able
to perform their duties to
produce the same product each
time. These audits could have
different frequencies depending
on the organization offering
certification.
4. Certification and Listing
Once completed, the data from
all the above steps is organized
to clearly define to the readers
of the certificate that what
performance is achieved and
in what conditions. This data
then is made public on the
website of the certification body
and acts as a buyer’s guide to
help validate the certificates
submitted.
To help differentiate themselves,
independent certification bodies
have their own certification marks.
They also have numbers and
codes to point towards product
manufacturer’s details. Such
marks need to be displayed by
the product manufacturer to help
cross check and validate that the
material received is the same as
certified and listed on the online
directory.

Abhishek Chhabra represents Thomas Bell-Wright International Consultants, a Dubai-based, multi-accredited, privately
held engineering firm providing independent Testing, Inspection and Certification (TIC) services. The company has helped
construction industry achieve quality and safety compliances in the region since 1995. An Engineer and a PG in Finance,
Abhishek Chhabra has been advocating the need for testing, inspections and certifications for improved safety and quality
in various industries for the last 15 years. Along with helping certification bodies expand their horizon of business in the
last decade, he has also been writing articles and presenting at various forums about mandatory and voluntary quality and
safety compliances. He has had active involvement in supporting the revision of UAE fire and life safety code of practice and
has been supporting Saudi Arabia Standards Organization (SASO) in developing standards for fire testing. He is currently
responsible for the company’s Fire Compliance Business.
abhishek.chhabra@bell-wright.com
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Securing

Healthcare Facilities
- by Garry Singh

The modern-day healthcare facilities
are emerging as mini-habitats.
Apart from carrying typical risks
of healthcare facilities, they are not
holding vulnerabilities equivalent to
mini cities. As such hospitals carry
lot of negative energy associated
with ill-health, sadness, extreme
emotions and apprehensions which
can become overwhelming for an
individual leading to outbursts,
violence and other types of attacks.
Hospitals are also critical centres
for handling emergencies whether
caused by natural disasters, terrorist
attacks or disease outbreak. These
conditions can bring unprecedental
number of people and situations to
handle which is an uphill task for
any healthcare facility, and extremely
expensive to keep resources on
standby for it.
Crime has emerged as a major

• Vandalism
• Against staff
• Among visitors

• Armed atacks
• Mob situation
• On VIP

Attacks

Violence

Losses

Patient
Care

• Data
• Equipment
• Cash & valuables

• Access issues
• Patient security
• Medicine

Vulnerabilities associated with healthcare facilities

challenge across the globe. The
International Association for
Healthcare Security and Safety
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Foundation (IAHSS Foundation)
conduct annual crime survey
for hospitals in USA. The 2017

SURVEILLANCE & SECURITY

Healthcare Crime Survey indicated
crimes of Disorderly Conduct (any
behaviour that tends to disturb the
public peace or decorum, scandalize
the community, or shock the public
sense of morality). Vandalism

and theft have been on the rise
in hospitals located in USA. The
increase of such incidents in India
has been noticed as well, though
there is no organized data to
highlight the same.

Results from 2017 Healthcare Crime Survey (USA)

Sabotage of infrastructure and/or
lack of resiliency of infrastructure
can be an equal concern. The
concerns revolve around life-saving
equipments that require continuous
power supply, patients’ need of
temperature maintenance, hygiene
issues etc.
What is the Solution?
The solution starts by identifying
that healthcare facility need a
definite new approach to security.
There is a need to work on a tailormade security programme for the

respective healthcare facility rather
than a single programme applicable
for all. The need of customized
programme arises as the healthcare
facility will bring its own factors
in terms of geographical location,
external risk factors, type of facility,
focus of healthcare and many such
relative factors.
The security programme cannot be
developed in isolation and will also
consider other factors and functions
such as facility management, utility
services, fire safety, human resource
management and main operations.

There is a need to
work on a tailor
made security
programme for
the respective
health care
facility rather
than a single
programme
applicable for all

Collaborate for Healthcare Security
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A simple stepwise approach to enact an effective security programme for healthcare facility is provided below:
•
•

Identify specific risks to the healthcare facility including the medical care realted issues
Prioritize risks through sientific scoring system
Map the risks to the possible impacts

•
•

Design the security program
Put emphasis on access management and continuous surveillance as main priority

•
•

Create stucture to manage incidents and emergencies
Map the additional resources needed during emergency and thier efficacy through
wareness and training

•
•

Enact crisis management program
Awareness and training of management

•

Bi-annual review of security program
Mapping it to the changed operational and enviornmental conditions

Risk
Assessment •

Security
Program

Incident
Management

Crisis
Management

Continuous •
Improvement

Making the programme is simple – take the first step and rest to follow!
Garry is a risk management professional with unique understanding and aptitude to seamlessly stitch strategy and on
ground implementation. He is Managing Director to IIRIS, a Director to ICSS (www.icssindia.org) and board/advisor to
many other organizations. He has vast experience of setting up and monitoring ERM, intelligence networks, governance,
compliance and risk mitigation framework.
garry@iirisconsulting.com

REACH OUT TO THE
mOvERs & sHAkERs Of
fiRE And sECURiTy
indUsTRy in

indiA
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New IP Applications
- by Karl-Heinz Mast

Alongside video monitoring, data transmission via IP networks is also
increasingly finding its way into other areas of safety technology. As well as
being more efficient, it also brings with it a series of new opportunities in
the fields of multi-sensor technology, remote services and mobile applications.
Data transmission via IP networks
is particularly attractive for many
companies because it minimises the
need to install separate networks
for safety technology. In terms
of the investment costs for the
usually elaborate infrastructure,
standardising and networking the
systems offers significant advantages.
A central management system
promises significantly reduced
operating costs.
The use of standardised network
technologies is not only worth it
from a financial point of view: A
major advantage is the creation
of a common communication
platform for all types of safety
solutions. Information from
video cameras, fire and smoke
detectors or door controls can be
consolidated centrally via uniform
protocols such as TCP/IP and
standardised interfaces such as
OPC. This also makes it possible
to display and link multiple
applications on one combined,
flexibly configurable user interface.
Integration into a comprehensive
building management system is also

considerably simplified as a result.
Advantages of IP Solutions
In the field of fire detection
technology, an IP protocol enables
communication between decentrally
installed fire detection units and
a central fire detection system,
as well as with the superordinate
building management system.
Monitoring of the transmission
routes and partial or full redundancy
according to regulations are integral
parts of this type of network
concept. In particular, the easy and
comparatively inexpensive set-up of
redundant infrastructures is one of
the big benefits of IP technology. IP
technology also creates significant
added value for multi-sensor
applications. In the application of
new technologies such as videobased fire detection, data can be
transferred via IP in real time to the
building management system and
visualised there on its user interface.
If an alarm is triggered, precise
action plans can be displayed and
the safety personnel can quickly
access all of the necessary documents
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for implementing them. Emergency
response services can be promptly
informed in this way and they are
able to gain a direct insight into
the situation using stationary or
mobile devices. It allows to assess
the situation more quickly and
comprehensively and corresponding
measures can be implemented
in a more targeted manner. Such
operational planning adapted
to the specific situation helps to
avoid to take the wrong decisions
, and supports to safeguard people
through effective rescue operations
and buildings through targeted fire
extinguishing solutions. And last but
not least, any it is an efficient means
to avoid subsequent costs.
Another advantage of the use of IP
technology in building safety is the
fact that cabling is not absolutely
necessary. It is possible to transmit
video and audio streams via WiFi
relatively easily and reliably from
and within surroundings which
would otherwise incur very high
costs for cabling.
Alongside local networking,

Fig. 1 : Video-based fire detection systems can use one or multiple video cameras to already
recognise fires at the incipient phase directly at the site of the fire. Alarms can be visualised in real
time and transferred via IP to a central fire alarm system, control centre or a mobile end device.

mobile connections via fast mobile
communication standards such
as LTE can distribute helpful
information to safety personnel
or the emergency services.
Alarms could also be managed via
smartphones and tablets via easyto-use applications that have been
optimised for this very purpose.
For example, a video security app
can provide – secure and almost
universal – access to relevant
information at all times.
This networking would thus
provide on-site fire services with
access to fire detector location
plans, floor plans, notes on
hazardous materials or information
on currently deactivated areas
of the fire detection system for
the purposes of operational
deployment.

Furthermore, it is possible to
configure frequently used operating
processes or specific applications
and to access clearly presented status
information via mobile end devices
at any time.
The Internet Enables New Services
Modern system platforms represent
another IP-based solution beyond
safety technologies and offer
remote services such as remote
programming, monitoring or
commissioning around the clock.
This could enable many connections
to individual systems to be replaced,
which, as well as being easy to
implement, is also significantly more
reliable. Bosch expects that their
EffiLink Remote Service System
will also be able to optimise the
maintenance of safety solutions

Modern system
platforms represent
another IP based
solution beyond safety
technologies and offer
remote services such as
remote programming,
monitoring or
commissioning round
the clock. This would
turn out to be more
easy to implement
and also would be
significantly
more reliable
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Data transmission via the EffiLink Remote Service System

Fire Detection System

Service Control Centre

Network

Building Management
System
Fire detection by
flame and smoke

Internet/
BoSiNet*

Alarm reception and
verification on-site

Control Centre
Bosch-Control Centre

Recorded in real time and verification of the incident via the Building Management System in the customer’s control centre
Optional : Verification of the incident by the Control Centre when the custorme’s safety personnel are not working
Support from the Service Control Centre with condition monitoring, parameterisation or fault celearance remotely by the EffiLink
Remote Service System
*) BoSiNet = Safety network from Bosch with VdS certification
Fig 2 : The graphic illustrates the functionality of the Aviotec video-based fire detection system and demonstrates how the fire is visualised
and verified in real time via a danger or building management system

dangerous situations before they
have a negative impact. Data privacy
and confidentiality are strictly

Sources: Bosch

for two thirds of all applications.
Continuous monitoring will also
make it possible to recognise

Remote service systems enable reliable and secure connections between safety systems
and the control centres via the internet

maintained in the process. The data
is exclusively stored at the certified
Bosch computer centre. Technicians
are only able to access customer
systems if this is explicitly requested
by the customer.
However, remote services are not
simply limited to safety systems.
They are also suitable in principle
for all building and security
technology applications based on
an IP protocol. These technologies
could thus be used, for example, in
heating systems under the banner of
smart heating to monitor heating,
air conditioning and hot water
technology.

This article was published in January 2017 issue of FeuerTRUTZ International - Magazine for Fire Protection Engineer.
This article is reproduced with prior permission of the publisher. (Contact Info : A.Gesellchen@feuertrutz.de)

Karl Heinz Mast is business administrator for Facility Management (HWK); working for Bosch Sicherheitssysteme
GmbH since 1998 in the Building Security department in Germany as a sales advisor and product manager for fire
detection technology.
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You Install.
You Maintain.
You Relax.
With a host of innovative features, approvals
and an open protocol, our fire detection
equipment gives you total peace of mind.

Hochiki is one of the pioneers in the Fire Safety
Market with a history of over 100 years. That itself is
a testimony of its quality and support. Their futuristic
approach, state of the art technology and adherence
to the latest certifications make Hochiki a front runner
in the Fire Safety Industry on a Global stage.
BOAZ J DURAISINGH, DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AT
JACHEN ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES, CHENNAI, INDIA

www.hochiki.in
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FSAI BENGALURU CHAPTER
SCHOOL AWARENESS PROGRAMME

Demonstration to douse out fire

An Awareness Programme on fire safety was conducted at Lady Vailankani
Group of Institutions at Varthur with the association of Karnataka State Fire
& Emergency Services on 9th June 2017 for 1600 students , 60 teaching staff
and other staff.
The programme was conducted by Mr. Revanna Sidda, District Fire Officer
and his team.
The DFO first explained the fire accidents caused by different materials and
the ways to prevent it.

A student dousing out fire using blanketing method

He explained in case of gas cylinder leakage in the house, to open all the
doors and windows and not to use any electrical switches. The children were
taught the blanketing method of dousing out fire and also to douse out fire
using leaves. The DFO also briefed the children about the different classes
of fire and the type of extinguishers used for the different types of fire. They
demonstrated dousing out fire using the extinguishers and also to douse
out fire in places where the fire engine cannot go and the fire vehicle ‘Agni’
(two wheeler) is used. The children were also made aware of the emergency
number to call in case of a fire emergency. The fire engine was used to
demonstrate dousing out fire in high rise buildings.
An informative programme, it was received very well by the students and the
school staff.

Using the fire extinguisher method
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Fire Vehicle ‘Agni’ and the Fire Engine used for demonstration
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FSAI GUJARAT CHAPTER
CRICKET JUNG 2017

Felicitation of Pankaj Dharkar by Dipen Mehta

Trophies

FSAI Gujarat Chapter organized a Corporate Cricket Jung on 6th and 7th
May, 2017 at Milan Farm, Ahmedabad. 6 teams participated altogether.
There was a huge crowd of members, family and friends gathered at the
playground to cheer their respective teams.
Mr. Yash Majithia, Secretary, FSAI Gujarat Chapter, gave the opening
remarks and set the mood rolling for fierce activities on ground.
The following teams participated: PDA (sponsored by PDA); Aqua
(Sponsored by Aqua); AAAG (Sponsored by AAAG); Ramana (Sponsored
by Ramana); AEFS (sponsored by Samir Construction); FSAI (sponsored by
Samir Construction).

Felicitation of Sponsor Mr. Samir Patel by Pankaj Dharkar.
Also seen in the pic. Nimit Sheth & Mukesh Shah

With an extremely exciting and enthusiastic spirit and sporty ambience
around, with nail biting curiosity for the final outcome, the audience and the
teams enjoyed this event to the fullest. AAAG swiped the ground displaying
their amazing and enormous grip and tactfulness in the game. The team won
the match and the finals, with a whooping victory!
Mr. Pankaj Dharkar, President FSAI, who was also the Guest of Honour,
presented a trophy to the winning team, besides other awards such as Man of
the Match, Man of Series etc.
Mr. Dipen Mehta, President, FSAI Gujarat Chapter, gave the Vote of Thanks.
An innovative idea, participants and non-participants thoroughly enjoyed the
match and the event served to be hugely successful.

Winner Team - Team AAAG

Team FSAI

Runners Up team - Team Ramana
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SEMINAR ON WOMEN’S SAFETY

Veena Gupta during the training session

FSAI Gujarat Chapter organized a seminar on Women’s Safety on 26th May,
2017 at AMA Ahmedabad. The topic of the seminar was ‘Women’s Safety:
- My Safety, My Responsibility: Fit, Fight & Security.’ 40 women attended
the seminar. It was specifically designed to help teach safety and self defense
in real time scenario. With one to one interactive session covering few tactics
and demonstration on ground as per real time situations, it was an innovative
and thoughtful initiative indeed.

Dipen Mehta extending a warm welcome. Also seen in the pic.
Sanjay Pathak, Veena Gupta, Yash Majithia

Mr. Dipen Mehta, President, FSAI Gujarat Chapter welcomed all guests. Ms.
Veena Gupta, Special Guest for the event, addressed the gathering with her
vision and discussing how such initiatives taken up by FSAI would serve to be
helpful to society at large.
Ms. Gupta is the founder and CMD of Seam Group of Companies. She has
over two decades of experience in Executive Protection, Risk Management,
Real Estate Fire & Security field. She, as a member, would be adding on soon
to reputed security organisations like ASIS, FSAI, APSA and IFSEC.

Special thanks extended by Geetanjali Dharkar to Veena Gupta

Vote of Thanks was given by Mr. Yash Majithia, Secretary, FSAI Gujarat
Chapter. The seminar was very well received by the women audience who also
expressed eagerness for such programmes to happen with more frequency in
future.

Veena Gupta with the participants and FSAI team
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
NATIONAL
20th India International Security Expo 2017
Date
: 05-07 October
October, 2017
Venue : Pragati Maidan, New Delhi
Website : indiatradefair.com/india-security-expo

Safety & Security India
Date
: 26-28 October
October, 2017
Venue : Pragati Maidan, New Delhi
Website : indiatradefair.com/india-security-expo

International Fire & Security Exhibition
and Conference (IFSEC) India Expo
Date
: 06-08 December
December, 2017
Venue : Pragati Maidan, New Delhi
Website : www.ifsec.events

Fire & Security India Expo 2018
Dates
Venue

: 22-24 February
February, 2018
: Bengaluru International Exhibition
Centre, Bengaluru
Website : www.fsie.in

Run for Life, Safety & Security
Date
: 04 March, 2018
Venue : Pune
Website : www.fsai.in
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
INTERNATIONAL
Powtech 2017
Dates : 26-28 September
September, 2017
Venue : Nuremberg, Germany
Website : www.powtech.de

(APS) 2017
Date
: 26-28 September
September, 2017
Venue : Paris Expo Porte de V
Versailles, Paris, France
Website : www.salon-aps.com

Interpolitex
Date
: 17-20 October
October, 2017
Venue : VDNH Pavillion, Moscow, Russia
Website : www.interpolitex.ru

Cyber Security Chicago
Date
: 18-19 October
October, 2017
Venue : McCormick Place, Chicago
Website : www.cybersecurity-chicago.com

ISC East
Date
: 15-16 November
November, 2017
Venue : Jacob K Javits Convention Centre, New York, USA
Website : www.isceast.com
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Matrix Updates its VOIP Gateways
Portfolio with the Release of a Variant
Matrix, a leading manufacturer of
Telecom and Security solutions,
is well-known for innovating its
product line as per the demands of
the end user. To offer customers the
flexibility of availing connectivity
for VOIP network, FXO and FXS
ports in combination, Matrix has
launched a new variant in the VOIP
Gateways category.

channels, eight FXO and eight
FXS ports. The new variant: SETU
VFX844 will support up to eight
VOIP channels, four FXO ports and
four FXS ports.

Owing to the cost-effective and
improved connectivity over VOIP
network, many entrepreneurs
wish to switch from Analog to
VOIP network. While in some
companies, the scenario is entirely
opposite. Companies already have
VOIP connectivity and they want
support for Analog extensions
for streamlining communication
between the internal members.
However, modifying existing
communication infrastructure
requires heavy investment.

Tailored mainly for the international
market, the fixed VOIP Gateway
offers a range of features such as
Caller ID on Analog Stations,
Emergency Dialing, Hotline
Extension Setting and more. Like
all the Matrix communication
platforms, SETU VFX844 is
based on TLS and SRTP protocols
ensuring security of communication
routed on the platform. To bridge
communication gaps between
multiple branches, SETU VFX844
offers peer-to-peer and proxy calling
between distant locations. Web
based and centralized management
of the Gateway ensures continuous
communication and reduced
downtime.

Matrix has launched a variant in
the VOIP Gateways category to
address this need of the modern
entrepreneurs. Matrix already
provides numerous variants in the
VOIP Gateways category, which
are famous in the market with the
name “SETU” range of products.
Currently, the highest variant
offer connectivity for 16 VOIP

“With a new variant in store, we
aim to offer flexibility for availing
connectivity of VOIP channels,
FXO and FXS ports in a different
combination from a single platform.
We look forward to optimize
business opportunities with SETU
VFX844 in the international
and domestic market”, said Sagar
Gosalia, Sr. VP Sales and Marketing.

About Matrix
Established in 1991, Matrix is a
leader in Telecom and Security
solutions for modern businesses
and enterprises. An innovative,
technology driven and customer
focused organization, Matrix is
committed to keep pace with the
revolutions in the telecom and
security industries. With more
than 40% of its human resources
dedicated to the development
of new products, Matrix has
launched cutting-edge products
like IP Video Surveillance, Access
Control, Time-Attendance,
Unified Communications,
IP-PBX, Universal Gateways,
Convergence, VoIP Gateways and
GSM Gateways. These solutions
are feature-rich, reliable and
conform to the international
standards. Having global footprints
in Europe, North America, South
America, Africa and Asia through
an extensive network of more
than 500 channel partners, Matrix
ensures that the products serve
the needs of its customers faster
and longer. Matrix has gained
trust and admiration of customers
representing the entire spectrum of
industries. Matrix has won many
national and international awards
for its innovative products.

Link : http://www.matrixtelesol.com/fixed-voip-fxo-fxs-gateways.html
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The Next Generation of
ANNOUNCES
NEXT GENERATION
XTRALIS
VESDA Aspirating
Smoke
VESDA-E VEP ASPIRATING SMOKE DETECTOR
Detection Technology
Next Generation Life Safety Offerings

Honeywell, the world leader in
advanced smoke and fire detection
technologies, today announced the
next generation of Xtralis VESDA®
aspirating smoke detectors that redefine the ASD technology and will
set a new benchmark in the industry
for reliable very early warning smoke
detection.

capability provides analytics for
targeted detection and efficient and
effective response.

The new system enables longer
pipe runs for convenient detector
mounting, helping to reduce
maintenance costs. Detector
coverage is extended by up to 20%
in high-ceiling environments,
which also helps reduce costs for
customers. VESDA-E VEP is also
compatible with existing VESDAnet
installations, allowing monitoring of
both VESDA-E and legacy detectors
via the latest iVESDA application.

VESDA-E VEP enhances the
www.xtralis.com/vesda-e
user experience with out-of–the-

Honeywell’s Xtralis VESDA-E
VEP offers improved detection
performance – 1.5 times greater
sensitivity than VESDA VLP, up
to 6 times better dust rejection
to minimize nuisance alarms,
saving building owners significant
potential costs from fire department
calls. The technology offers
higher detection stability over a
wider range of environments and
improved consistency through its
Flair Detection Technology. Its new
unique particle characterization

box operation utilizing auto
configuration to aid commissioning,
an intuitive 3.5” LCD touch
screen display for simplified status
investigation and wireless remote
review with the iVESDA™ app
for proactive maintenance. New
standard features including built-in
Ethernet and WiFi provide ease of
connectivity with commonly used
handheld devices and the PC-based
Xtralis® VSM monitoring package.
The series occupies the same
mounting footprint, pipe, conduit
and electrical connector positioning
as VESDA VLP, providing a
virtually seamless retrofit option.
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Xtralis VESDA-E VEP extends
the VESDA-E product family that
revolutionized the smoke detection
industry with its unique ASD
offering into standard detection
applications.
___________________________
For more details, please visit:
http://xtralis.com/vep and
https://youtu.be/0A1dZL69RIQ
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Forged Brass valves

Forged Brass valves & G.I Fitting
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Sinse the World Population Day falls on 11th July, I thought of
focussing on the population explosion in India. This is simply
because, we need to address this issue with utmost seriousness
and on a war-footing!
I have used the term ‘war-footing’ because, as per latest UN
estimates, India is a nation of 134,24,63,457 people, as of 2nd
July 2017 and with 17.86 percent of world’s population, India
ranks Number-Two in the world. As per UN document – ‘The
World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision’, head-counts
of India and China are expected to touch 1.44 billion each, in
2024 after which, India’s population is projected to grow to 1.5
billion in 2030 and 1.66 billion in 2050! So, our India will become
Number-One!!

Almost eighty
percent of India’s
problems related
to poverty,
illiteracy,
unemployment,
price rise,
regionalism,
religious
fundamentalism
and corruption are
the outcome of
the population
menace!

This indeed, is a matter of serious concern and hence, let’s now
talk about the challenges before our great democratic nation,
which can’t have stringent laws to control birth-rate like China.
As a result, we are now 1.34 billion people and with this perennial
multiplayer effect, whatever economic growth we achieve, it is
eaten-away by these 1.34 billion heads! Our infrastructure, be it
transportation, water, healthcare, sanitation, irrigation, housing,
energy or education – all are crumbling with the tremendous
load of the populace! The worst affected are ecology and food
security. Almost eighty percent of India’s problems related
to poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, price rise, regionalism,
religious fundamentalism and corruption are the outcome of the
population menace! As a result, we are entangled in a situation
of ‘finite resources and infinite needs’ amidst our goal of creating
New India!
United Nation’s 2017 report predicts that current world population
of 7.6 billion is expected to reach 8.6 billion in 2030, 9.8 billion in
2050 and 11.2 billion in 2100! This really is scary!! It is in this
context only, let me borrow some lines from 1958 UN report, ‘The
Future Growth of World Population’ which sounds like prophecy
and I quote - “It took 200,000 years for the world’s human population
to reach 2,500 million; it will now take a mere 30 years to add another
2,000 million. With the present rate of increase, it can be calculated
that in 600 years, the number of human beings on Earth will be such
that there will be only one square metre for each to live on.”
What will we do then, except to yell – ‘Help! We are nearly out
of space!!’ So friends, let’s think and act for creating better India
and not the ‘over-populated India’ or ‘over polluted-India’! The
dream of our beloved Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi is
to create New India of New Generation, but such an alarming
pace of population growth can lead the nation only towards a
nightmare, I am afraid!
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